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This book is dedicated to students everywhere— 
and we should all be students. After all, is there anyone among 

us who truly knows too much? Take that hint and continue 
to learn something new every day of your life.

Best wishes from a fellow student:
Elayn Martin-Gay
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Preface

Prealgebra, Eighth Edition, was written to help students make the transition from 
arithmetic to algebra. To help students accomplish this, my goals for this text are:

• Most importantly, to write an organized, student-friendly text that is keyed to 
objectives and contains many worked-out examples.

• To introduce algebraic concepts early and repeat them often as I cover tradi-
tional arithmetic topics, thus laying the groundwork for the next algebra course 
your students will take.

• To show students the relevancy of mathematics in everyday life and in the work-
place by emphasizing and integrating the following throughout this text: real-
life and real-data applications, data interpretation, conceptual understanding, 
problem solving, writing, cooperative learning, number sense, estimation, critical 
thinking and geometric concepts.

The many factors that contributed to the success of the previous editions have 
been retained. In preparing the Eighth Edition, I considered comments and sug-
gestions of colleagues, students, and many users of the prior edition throughout 
the country.

What’s New in the Eighth Edition?
• The Martin-Gay Program has been revised and enhanced with a new design in 

the text and MyLab Math to actively encourage students to use the text, video 
program, and Video Organizer as an integrated learning system.

• New Getting Ready for the Test can be found before each Chapter Test. These 
exercises can increase student success by helping students prepare for their 
Chapter Test. The purpose of these exercises is to check students’ conceptual 
understanding of the topics in the chapter as well as common student errors. 
It is suggested that students complete and check these exercises before tak-
ing a practice Chapter Test. All Getting Ready for the Test exercises are either 
Multiple Choice or Matching, and all answers can be found in the answer sec-
tion of this text.

Video Solutions of all exercises can be found in MyLab Math. These video solu-
tions contain brief explanations and reminders of material in the chapter. Where 
applicable, incorrect choices contain explanations.

Getting Ready for the Test exercise numbers marked in blue indicate that the  

question is available in Learning Catalytics.  LC
• New Learning Catalytics is an interactive student response tool that uses stu-

dents’ smartphones, tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated 
tasks and thinking. Generate class discussion, guide your lecture, and promote 
peer-to-peer learning with real-time analytics. Accessible through MyLab Math, 
instructors can use Learning Catalytics to:

• Pose a variety of open-ended questions that help your students develop critical 
thinking skills.

• Monitor responses to find out where students are struggling.
• Use real-time data to adjust your instructional strategy and try other ways of 

engaging your students during class.
• Manage student interactions by automatically grouping students for discus-

sion, teamwork, and peer-to-peer learning.

xiii
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xiv Preface

• Pearson-created questions for developmental math topics are available to  allow 
you to take advantage of this exciting technology. Additionally,  “Getting Ready 
for the Test” exercises (marked in blue) are available in Learning  Catalytics. 
Search the question library for “MGPre” and the chapter number, for example, 
MGPre7 would be the questions from Chapter 7.

• Revised and updated Key Concept Activity Lab Workbook includes Extension 
Exercises, Exploration Activities, Conceptual Exercises, and Group Activities. 
These activities are a great way to engage students in conceptual projects and 
exploration as well as group work. This workbook is available in MyLab Math, or 
can be packaged with a text or MyLab code.

• Exercise Sets have been carefully examined and revised. Special focus was placed 
on making sure that even- and odd-numbered exercises are carefully paired and 
that real-life applications are updated.

• The Martin-Gay MyLab Math course has been updated and revised to provide 
more exercise coverage, including assignable Video Check questions and an 
expanded video program. There are Lecture Videos for every section, which stu-
dents can also access at the specific objective level; Student Success Tips  videos; 
and an increased number of video clips at the exercise level to help students 
while doing homework in MyLab Math. Suggested homework assignments have 
been premade for assignment at the instructor’s discretion.

Key Continuing Resources and Pedagogical Features
• Vocabulary, Readiness & Video Check Questions continue to be available in the 

text and for assignment in MyLab Math. The Readiness exercises center on a 
 student’s understanding of a concept that is necessary in order to continue to the 
exercise set. The Video Check questions are included in every section for every 
learning objective. These exercises are a great way to assess whether students have 
viewed and understood the key concepts presented in the videos. Answers to all 
Video Check questions are available in an answer section at the back of the text.

• Interactive Lecture Series in MyLab Math, featuring author Elayn Martin-Gay, 
provides students with active learning at their own pace. The videos offer the 
 following resources and more:

A complete lecture for each section of the text highlights key examples and 
exercises from the text. Pop-ups reinforce key terms, definitions, and concepts.

An interface with menu navigation features allows students to quickly find and 
focus on the examples and exercises they need to review.

Interactive Concept Check exercises measure students’ understanding of key 
concepts and common trouble spots.

Student Success Tips Videos are 3-5 minute videos designed to be daily remind-
ers to students to continue practicing and maintaining good organizational and 
study habits. They include student success tips for general college success, tips 
specific to success in math courses, and content-specific tips to avoid common 
mathematical mistakes.

• The Interactive Lecture Series also includes the following resources for test prep:

New Getting Ready for the Chapter Test Videos

The Chapter Test Prep Videos help students during their most teachable 
 moment—when they are preparing for a test. This innovation provides step-
by-step solutions for the exercises found in each Chapter Test. For the Eighth 
Edition, the chapter test prep videos are also available on YouTubeTM. The 
videos are captioned in English and Spanish.

The Practice Final Exam Videos help students prepare for an end-of-course 
final. Students can watch full video solutions to each exercise in the Practice 
Final Exam at the end of this text.
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 Preface xv

• The Video Organizer helps students take notes and work practice exercises while 
watching the Interactive Lecture Series videos in their MyLab Math course. All 
content in the Video Organizer is presented in the same order as it is presented 
in the videos, making it easy for students to create a course notebook and build 
good study habits.

• Covers all of the video examples in order.
• Provides prompts with ample space for students to write down key definitions 

and properties.
• Includes Play and Pause button icons to prompt students to follow along with 

the author for some exercises while they try others on their own.

The Video Organizer is available in a loose-leaf, notebook-ready format. It is also 
available for download in MyLab Math.

Key Pedagogical Features
The following key features have been retained and/or updated for the Eighth 
Edition of the text:

• Problem-Solving Process This is formally introduced in Chapter 3 with a 
four-step process that is integrated throughout the text. The four steps are 
Understand, Translate, Solve, and Interpret. The repeated use of these steps in 
a variety of  examples shows their wide applicability. Reinforcing the steps can 
increase  students’ comfort level and confidence in tackling problems.

• Exercise Sets Revised and Updated The exercise sets have been carefully examined 
and extensively revised. Special focus was placed on making sure that even- and 
odd-numbered exercises are paired and that real-life applications were updated.

• Examples Detailed, step-by-step examples were added, deleted, replaced, or up-
dated as needed. Many examples reflect real life. Additional instructional support 
is provided in the annotated examples.

• Practice Exercises Throughout the text, each worked-out example has a  parallel 
Practice exercise. These invite students to be actively involved in the learning 
process. Students should try each Practice exercise after finishing the correspond-
ing example. Learning by doing will help students grasp ideas before moving on 
to other concepts. Answers to the Practice exercises are provided at the bottom 
of each page.

• Helpful Hints Helpful Hints contain practical advice on applying mathematical 
concepts. Strategically placed where students are most likely to need immediate re-
inforcement, Helpful Hints help students avoid common trouble areas and mistakes.

• Concept Checks This feature allows students to gauge their grasp of an idea as 
it is being presented in the text. Concept Checks stress conceptual understand-
ing at the point-of-use and help suppress misconceived notions before they start. 
Answers appear at the bottom of the page. Exercises related to Concept Checks 
are included in the exercise sets.

• Mixed Practice Exercises In the section exercise sets, these exercises require stu-
dents to determine the problem type and strategy needed to solve it just as they 
would need to do on a test.

• Integrated Reviews This unique, mid-chapter exercise set helps students assimi-
late new skills and concepts that they have learned separately over several sec-
tions. These reviews provide yet another opportunity for students to work with 
“mixed” exercises as they master the topics.

• Vocabulary Check This feature provides an opportunity for students to  become 
more familiar with the use of mathematical terms as they strengthen their verbal 
skills. These appear at the end of each chapter before the Chapter Highlights. 
Vocabulary, Readiness & Video exercises provide practice at the section level.
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• Chapter Highlights Found at the end of every chapter, these contain key defini-
tions and concepts with examples to help students understand and retain what 
they have learned and help them organize their notes and study for tests.

• Chapter Review The end of every chapter contains a comprehensive review of 
topics introduced in the chapter. The Chapter Review offers exercises keyed to 
every section in the chapter, as well as Mixed Review exercises that are not keyed 
to sections.

• Chapter Test and Chapter Test Prep Videos The Chapter Test is structured to 
include those problems that involve common student errors. The Chapter Test 
Prep Videos gives students instant access to a step-by-step video solution of each 
exercise in the Chapter Test.

• Cumulative Review This review follows every chapter in the text (except 
Chapter 1). Each odd-numbered exercise contained in the Cumulative Review is 
an earlier worked example in the text that is referenced in the back of the book 
along with the answer.

• Writing Exercises  These exercises occur in almost every exercise set and re-
quire students to provide a written response to explain concepts or justify their 
thinking.

• Applications Real-world and real-data applications have been thoroughly  
updated, and many new applications are included. These exercises occur in 
 almost every exercise set and show the relevance of mathematics and help stu-
dents  gradually and continuously develop their problem-solving skills.

• Review Exercises These exercises occur in each exercise set (except in Chapter 1) 
and are keyed to earlier sections. They review concepts learned earlier in the text 
that will be needed in the next section or chapter.

• Exercise Set Resource Icons Located at the opening of each exercise set, these 
icons remind students of the resources available for extra practice and support:

MyLab Math

See Student Resources descriptions on page xvii for details on the individual re-
sources available.

Exercise Icons These icons facilitate the assignment of specialized exercises and let 
students know what resources can support them.

  Video icon: exercise worked in the Interactive Lecture Series found in 
MyLab Math.

 Triangle icon: identifies exercises involving geometric concepts.

 Pencil icon: indicates a written response is needed.

  Calculator icon: optional exercises intended to be solved using a scientific 
or graphing calculator.

Group Activities Found at the end of each chapter, these activities are for indi-
vidual or group completion, and are usually hands-on or data-based activities that 
extend the concepts found in the chapter, allowing students to make decisions and 
interpretations and to think and write about algebra.

Optional: Calculator Exploration Boxes and Calculator Exercises The optional 
Calculator Explorations provide keystrokes and exercises at appropriate places 
to give students an opportunity to become familiar with these tools. Section exer-
cises that are best completed by using a calculator are identified by  for ease of 
assignment.

xvi Preface
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Student and Instructor Resources

STUDENT RESOURCES

Video Organizer

Designed to help students take notes and work practice exercises while watching the Interactive Lecture Series videos.

• Covers all of the video examples in order.
• Provides prompts with ample space for students to write down key definitions and rules.
• Includes “Play” and “Pause” button icons to prompt students to follow along with the author for some exercises 

while they try others on their own.
• Includes Student Success Tips Outline and Questions

Available in loose-leaf, notebook-ready format and in MyLab Math. 

Key Concept Activity Lab Workbook 

Includes Extension Exercises, Exploration Activities, Conceptual Exercises, and Group Activities. This workbook is 
available in MyLab Math, or can be packaged in printed form with a text or MyLab Math code.

Student Solutions Manual

Provides completely worked-out solutions to the odd-numbered section exercises; all exercises in the Integrated 
 Reviews, Chapter Reviews, Chapter Tests, and Cumulative Reviews.

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES

Annotated Instructor’s Edition

Contains all the content found in the student edition, plus 
the following:

• Answers to even and odd exercises on the same text 
page

• Teaching Tips throughout the text placed at key 
points

Instructor’s Resource Manual with Tests  
and Mini-Lectures

This resource includes:

• Mini-lectures for each text section
• Additional practice worksheets for each section
• Several forms of tests per chapter—free response and 

multiple choice
• Answers to all items

Instructor’s Solutions Manual  
TestGen® 

(These resources are available for download from MyLab 
Math or from the Instructor’s Resource Center on pear-
son.com.)

Instructor-to-Instructor Videos—available in the 
 Instructor Resources section of the MyLab Math course.

Online Resources  
MyLab Math (access code required)

MathXL® (access code required)

 Preface xvii
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Get the Most Out of MyLab Math for  
Prealgebra, Eighth Edition by Elayn Martin-Gay
Elayn Martin-Gay believes that every student can succeed, and each MyLab course that 
accompanies her texts is infused with her student-centric approach. The seamless inte-
gration of Elayn’s award-winning content with the #1 choice in digital learning for devel-
opmental math gives students a completely consistent experience from print to MyLab.

A Comprehensive and Dynamic 
Video Program

The Martin-Gay video program is 100% 
presented by Elayn Martin-Gay to ensure 

consistency with the text. The video 
program includes full section lectures 

and shorter objective level videos, and an 
intuitive navigation menu and pop-ups 

that reinforce key definitions.

Within the section lecture videos, 
Interactive Concept Checks measure a 
student’s understanding of key concepts 
and common trouble spots. Concept 
Checks ask students to try a question on 
their own within the video, after which 
Elayn Martin-Gay explains why they were 
correct or incorrect.

Resources for Success

All videos can be assigned as a media 
assignment in the Assignment Manager, 

to ensure that students are getting the 
most out of their MyLab resources. 

Additionally, Video Check questions 
ensure that students have viewed and 
understood the key concepts from the 

section lecture videos.

Additional hallmark Martin-Gay video types include Student Success Tip videos and Chapter Test 
Prep videos. Student Success Tip videos are in short segments designed to be daily reminders 
to stay organized and to study. Chapter Test Prep videos, a Martin-Gay innovation, help 
students during their most teachable moment–when they are preparing for a test–with step-by-
step solutions for the exercises in the Chapter Test.
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pearson.com/mylab/math

New! Getting Ready for the Test video solutions cover every Getting Ready for the Test exercise. 
These come at the end of each chapter to give students an opportunity to assess if they understand 
the big picture concepts of the chapter, and help them focus on avoiding common errors.

New! Skill Builder exercises 
offer just-in-time additional 
adaptive practice. The 
adaptive engine tracks 
student performance and 
delivers questions to each 
individual that adapt to his  
or her level of understanding. 
This new feature allows 
instructors to assign fewer 
questions for homework, 
allowing students to 
complete as many or as few 
questions needed.

New Ways to Engage Students
New! Learning Catalytics
Martin-Gay-specific questions are pre-built and available 
through MyLab Math. Learning Catalytics is an interactive 
student response tool that uses students’ smartphones, 
tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated 
tasks and thinking. Getting Ready for the Test exercises 
marked in blue in the text are pre-built in Learning Catalytics 
to use in class. These questions can be found in Learning 
Catalytics by searching for “MGPre”.

New! Vocab and Readiness questions in MyLab Math have 
been expanded to 100% coverage, and are now available 
with a new Drag and Drop functionality! Drag and Drop 
exercises allow students to manually select elements of the 
question, such as expressions, words, graphs, or images, and 
place them into a designated target area. 

New Tools Improve Preparedness and Personalize Learning

Easier Start-Up for Instructors
Enhanced Sample Assignments make course set-up easier by giving instructors a starting point 
for each section. Each assignment has been carefully curated for this specific text, and includes a 
thoughtful mix of question types.
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College
Carol Murphy, San Diego Miramar  

College
Greg Nguyen, Fullerton College
Jean Olsen, Pikes Peak Community  

College
Darlene Ornelas, Fullerton College
Warren Powell, Tyler Junior College
Jeanette Shea, Central Texas College
Katerina Vishnyakova, Collin County 

Community College
Corey Wadlington, West Kentucky  

Community and Technical College
Edward Wagner, Central Texas  

College
Jenny Wilson, Tyler Junior College

I would also like to thank the following dedicated group of instructors who 
 participated in our focus groups, Martin-Gay Summits, and our design review for the 
series. Their feedback and insights have helped to strengthen this edition of the text. 
These instructors include:

Billie Anderson, Tyler Junior College
Cedric Atkins, Mott  

Community College
Lois Beardon, Schoolcraft College
Laurel Berry, Bryant & Stratton
John Beyers, University of Maryland
Bob Brown, Community College of  

Baltimore County–Essex
Lisa Brown, Community College of  

Baltimore County–Essex
NeKeith Brown, Richland College
Gail Burkett, Palm Beach Community 

College

Cheryl Cantwell, Seminole  
Community College

Jackie Cohen, Augusta State College
Julie Dewan, Mohawk Valley  

Community College
Janice Ervin, Central Piedmont  

Community College
Richard Fielding, Southwestern College
Cindy Gaddis, Tyler Junior College
Nita Graham, St. Louis  

Community College
Pauline Hall, Iowa State College
Pat Hussey, Triton College
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Dorothy Johnson, Lorain  
County Community College

Sonya Johnson, Central Piedmont  
Community College

Irene Jones, Fullerton College
Paul Jones, University of Cincinnati
Kathy Kopelousous, Lewis and  

Clark Community College
Nancy Lange, Inver Hills  

Community College
Judy Langer, Westchester  

Community College
Lisa Lindloff, McLinnan  

Community College
Sandy Lofstock, St. Petersburg College
Kathy Lovelle, Westchester Community 

College
Jean McArthur, Joliet Junior College
Kevin McCandless, Evergreen Valley 

College
Daniel Miller, Niagra County  

Community College
Marica Molle, Metropolitan  

Community College
Carol Murphy, San Diego Miramar  

College

Greg Nguyen, Fullerton College
Eric Oilila, Jackson Community College
Linda Padilla, Joliet Junior College
Davidson Pierre, State College of Florida
Marilyn Platt, Gaston College
Ena Salter, Manatee Community College
Carole Shapero, Oakton Community 

College
Janet Sibol, Hillsborough Community 

College
Anne Smallen, Mohawk Valley  

Community College
Barbara Stoner, Reading Area  

Community College
Jennifer Strehler, Oakton Community 

College
Ellen Stutes, Louisiana State University 

Elinice
Tanomo Taguchi, Fullerton College
MaryAnn Tuerk, Elsin Community  

College
Walter Wang, Baruch College
Leigh Ann Wheeler, Greenville  

Technical Community College
Valerie Wright, Central Piedmont  

Community College

A special thank you to those students who participated in our design review: 
Katherine Browne, Mike Bulfin, Nancy Canipe, Ashley Carpenter, Jeff Chojnachi,  
Roxanne Davis, Mike Dieter, Amy Dombrowski, Kay Herring, Todd Jaycox,  
Kaleena Levan, Matt Montgomery, Tony Plese, Abigail Polkinghorn, Harley Price, 
Eli Robinson, Avery Rosen, Robyn Schott, Cynthia Thomas, and Sherry Ward.

Elayn Martin-Gay

Personal Acknowledgements
I would like to personally thank my extended family. Although this list has grown 
throughout the years, it still warrants mentioning in my texts as each of these fam-
ily members has contributed to my work in one way or another – from suggesting 
 application exercises with data and updating/upgrading my computer to understand-
ing that I usually work on “Vacations.” I am deeply grateful to them all:

Clayton, Bryan (in heaven), Eric, Celeste, and Tové Gay; Leo and Barbara 
 Miller; Mark and Madison Martin and Carrie Howard; Stuart and Earline Martin; 
Karen Martin Callac Pasch (in heaven); Michael, Christopher, Matthew, Nicole, and 
Jessica Callac; Dan Kirk; Keith, Mandy, Erin, and Clayton McQueen, Bailey Martin, 
Ethan, Avery, and Mia Barnes; Melissa and Belle Landrum.

About the Author
Elayn Martin-Gay has taught mathematics at the University of New Orleans for 
more than 25 years. Her numerous teaching awards include the local University 
Alumni Association’s Award for Excellence in Teaching, and Outstanding Develop-
mental Educator at University of New Orleans, presented by the Louisiana Associa-
tion of Developmental Educators.

Prior to writing textbooks, Elayn Martin-Gay developed an acclaimed series 
of lecture videos to support developmental mathematics students in their quest for 
success. These highly successful videos originally served as the foundation material 
for her texts. Today, the videos are specific to each book in the Martin-Gay series.  
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The author has also created Chapter Test Prep Videos to help students during their 
most “teachable moment”—as they prepare for a test—along with Instructor-to- 
Instructor videos that provide teaching tips, hints, and suggestions for each devel-
opmental mathematics course, including basic mathematics, prealgebra, beginning 
algebra, and intermediate algebra.

Elayn is the author of 12 published textbooks as well as multimedia, interac-
tive mathematics, all specializing in developmental mathematics courses. She has 
also published series in Algebra 1, Algebra 2, and Geometry. She has participated 
as an author across the broadest range of educational materials: textbooks, videos, 
 tutorial software, and courseware. This provides an opportunity of various combi-
nations for an integrated teaching and learning package offering great consistency 
for the student.
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Applications Index
Advertising and marketing

applications of bottle of lotion, 442
Internet advertising, 201, 483, 729
money spent on TV advertising, 65

Agriculture
acres of wheat planted/harvested in U.S., 549, 

555
apple types grown in Washington State, 561
average farm size, 513
average price per pound for chickens, 373
bushels of oranges, 607
circumference of round barn, 637
corn production, 37, 596–597
crop losses, 536
diameter of giant sequoia tree, 693
fencing needed for enclosure, 173
fertilizer application per area, 439, 441
heaviest zucchini grown, 667
height of bamboo, 666
height of tree, 451, 459
height of tree from shadow length, 749
number of pecan trees in orchard, 748
pesticide needed for garden, 466
selling price of fertilizer, 520

Animals
amount of grain eaten by cow in  

a year, 50
amount spent on pet food, 442
average weight of mature whales, 422
bat wingbeats per second, 424
bill length of pelican, 657
butterfly migration conversion into miles, 693
condor population changes, 131
distance bees chase fleeing human, 277
diving speeds of birds, 198
endangered and threatened species, 24–25, 84, 

541
female veterinarians in U.S., 509
height of termite nests in meters, 693
hummingbird wingbeats per  

second, 424
legal lobster size, 295
life expectancies, 199
lobster classification by weights, 316
medicine dosage for dog, 471
mosquito control substance  

amounts, 442
mourning dove population changes, 131
number of households owning reptiles, 509
number of neon tetras in tank, 460
sheep population, 30
speed of cockroach, 342
speed of sloth in tree, 277

Astronomy and space
antenna tracking distance in miles, 693
average temperature of Earth’s surface, 695
circumference of Meteor Crater, 637
commercial space launches, 551
days for Neptune to orbit Sun, 37
degrees apart of sites of Deep Space Network, 

627
degrees around Earth at equator, 627
deviation in mirrors of Hubble Space Telescope, 

484
diameter of largest crater on near side of Moon, 

693
distance from Earth to Moon, 356
distance from Earth to Sun, 366
distance from Pluto to Sun, 412
eclipse durations, 305
energy produced by Sun, 763
length of day on Mars, 342
orbit day lengths of planets around  

Sun, 342

planetary radius, 24
planets with days longer than  

Earth’s, 225
radio wave distances, 366
radius of Earth at equator, 364
radius of Saturn, 162
size and weight conversions of space antenna, 

693
speed of Sojourner, 470
surface temperature of planets, 103, 122
temperature of Earth’s core, 695
viewing power of telescope, 763
volume of planetarium domes, 654
weight of person on Earth, 63

Automotive
amount of gasoline in tank, 686
amount of gasoline needed to fill tank, 686
car price increases, 511
car sales volume by size, 30
decrease in auto theft in U.S., 480
Ford vehicle sales, 513
gasoline mileage, 374, 425, 426, 441, 616, 781
gas-to-oil mixture for engine, 686
HEVs and BEVs sold in 12 months, 587
hybrid car sales, 539
increase in licensed drivers in U.S., 505–506
interior space of cars, 30
licensed drivers in U.S., 505–506
monthly cost of owning and operating autos, 

348–349
number of cars manufactured in U.S. and 

Germany, 200
number of not-blue cars on lot, 321
number of not-white cars on lot, 322
number of registered vehicles in U.S., 505
passenger car and light truck sales, 587
percentage of people driving blue cars, 711
percent increase in number of  registered 

 vehicles in U.S., 505
perimeter of stop sign, 635
price per liter of gasoline, 686
speed of car and truck, 200
top speed of dragsters, 200
truck sales in U.S., 484
world motor vehicle production, 484

Aviation
air cargo and mail tonnage estimates, 35
cruising speed of Boeing 747, 693
flight time remaining before landing, 273–274, 

473
length of Dreamliner, 470

Business
amount of money received from 3-D movies, 251
annual inflation rate, 610
billable hours, 511
brand value estimates, 37
car price increases, 511
commission rate, 517, 519, 532
commissions, 516, 519, 520, 532
consumer spending for each category, 328
cost of each item, 97, 353, 409
costs of manufacturing, 721
credit card late fees, 354
CVS store numbers by state, 30
decrease in number of employees, 512
defective products, 424, 426, 508, 511
discount, 517–518, 520, 521, 532, 533, 534, 536, 

781
employee work shift length, 239
fraction of Gap Corporation brand stores, 228
fraction of goods types sold online, 266–267
fraction of Hallmark employees in Kansas City, 

239

fraction of states in U.S. with  
Ritz-Carlton hotels, 239

fundraiser amounts collected, 609
Gap Inc. stores owned, 30
growth of wearable devices, 721
hourly pay rate, 532
hours worked per week, 600
Internet use by world regions, 89, 90
inventory of art dealer’s shop, 226
losses, 105, 131
money change from purchase  

prices, 352
monthly production, 509
net income, 115
number of cars manufactured in U.S. and 

Germany, 200
number of Wal-Mart Sam’s Clubs, 595
online spending per month, 563
page print area, 460
pay after taxes, 510
pay before taxes, 364
percent increase in price, 711
percent increase of employed nurses, 504
perimeter of large buildings, 23
price difference estimates, 38, 97
price of each item, 213
price rounding, 342
purchase price, 515–516, 518, 519
purchase price not covered by trade-in, 239
ratios of defective to good product, 426
revenue and profit from iPod covers sales,  

741
revenue from downloaded singles, 343
revenue from music downloading sales, 513
salary increase, 511
sale of bike and accessories, 200
sale of tractor and plow, 200
sale price, 29, 517–518, 520, 532, 781
sale price of cruise, 252
sales decrease, 507
sales tax, 515–516, 518, 519, 521, 532, 533, 536, 

616, 712
selling price of house, 520
state energy consumption, 208
tipping amounts, 521
total cost estimates, 38, 51, 91, 94, 97, 365
total monthly sales, 516
total price, 519, 521, 712
toy expenditures per child, 67
trade balances, 123
traveler spending per day, 183
unit price, 421, 425, 426, 436, 465, 468, 470, 538, 

616
unit rate of work, 425
units assembled in certain length of time, 425
values of global brands, 199
waste dumping charge, 532
weight of coal delivered to steel mill, 677
wholesale and markup cost, 201

Chemistry and physics
Avogadro’s number, 763
brine solution mixture in ice cream maker,  

444
copper amount in alloy, 536
decibel levels, 30
distance light travels in 10,000 years, 764
excess amount of water in mixture, 686
gas/oil ratio for mower and chainsaw, 444
melting points of elements, 131
oxygen supply provided by lawns, 442
pesticide amounts for mosquito control, 442
rope lengths for experiment, 64
temperature conversions to Celsius, 696, 700, 

712
volume of saline solution in containers, 705

xxiii
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xxiv Applications Index

Demographics
age distribution of U.S. population, 611
ages of householders, 552
areas/monuments maintained by Park Service, 

241, 253, 279, 722
average heights of humans in various countries, 

349
California population estimate, 253
corrections officers in U.S., 512
crime decrease, 532, 536
daily average waste disposed  

per person, 554
deaths from boating accidents, 513
distribution of blood types, 239, 324, 384
fastest growing occupations, 485, 527
fraction of employees being men/women, 225
fraction of Habitat for Humanity affiliates in 

U.S., 228
fraction of states containing Indian reserva-

tions, 226
households without landlines, 483
indoor cinema sites in U.S., 505
jobs with highest numerical increase, 574
largest cities in world, 550
largest population of Native Americans, 200
number of female runners in race, 211
number of first jobs in restaurant industry, 443
number of girls on school bus, 253
number of people in human chain, 40
number of registered nurses, 505
nursing home population, 443
population density, 342
population differences, 91
population increase, 511, 536
population of Japan, 512
population of states, 509
population of U.S., 37
population projections, 29, 39, 51, 424
primary languages spoken, 540
tall buildings in world completed, 602
tourist numbers projections, 200, 556, 750
world population by continent, 483

Education
application increase for math scholarships, 

506–507, 711
area of book page, 651
area of classroom no smoking signs, 704
college costs spent on books, 508
college expenses, 60, 91
college freshmen majors, 241, 251
degrees awarded in one year, 511
enrollment decrease, 509
enrollment increase estimates at community 

college, 39
fraction of class being sophomores, 225
fraction of students freshmen/not  freshmen, 225
fraction of students making an A on test, 239
fraction of students with math/science as favor-

ite subjects, 278
fraction of two-year colleges, 253
freshmen enrolled in prealgebra, 532
grade point averages, 394–395, 398, 408, 412
Head Start enrollment increase  estimates, 39
heights of students, 611
living arrangements of students, 560
math problems completed over time, 538
minimum floor space students  

require, 441
number of children in day care, 508
number of freshmen in school,  

504–505, 749
number of library books for students, 424
number of pages read by college  

classes, 31
number of students at a university, 504
number of students in class, 63
number of teachers, 512
nursing school applications accepted, 504
persons age 25 completing 4 or more years of 

college, 600

student test scores, 544, 554, 575, 611–612
test score averages, 61
test score estimates, 38
textbook costs, 50
times for completing mazes by students, 393
tuition increase, 511
typing speed, 512
unit rate of students per school, 426

Electronics and computers
area of faces of smartphones, 364
conversion of CD diameter from centimeters to 

inches, 688
decrease in numbers of cable TV systems, 505
diameter of hard drives, 423
growth of wearable devices, 721–722
height of stack of CDs, 705
increase in cell sites in U.S., 505
Internet use by world regions, 89, 90
Internet use in U.S., 385
length of CD track in miles, 694
megabytes held by DVDs/CDs, 46, 50, 329
number of characters in line of print, 50
number of download cards given to friends, 

60, 163
number of pixels on a screen, 50
perimeter of smartphone, 353
price of each item, 196, 213
prices of Xbox and games, 199
printer paper usage rate, 442
purchases of HDTV by viewers, 484
rate of growth of cell phone usage, 722
ratio of diameters of floppy disks, 423
revenue from downloaded singles, 343
smartphone user numbers, 37
text messages sent/received per day, 353
thickness of MacBook, 342
virtual reality device usage increase, 512
volume and surface area of Space Cube com-

puter, 653
width of diskette in millimeters, 693

Entertainment and recreation
admission total cost, 46, 51
amount of money received from 3-D movies, 

251
area of movie screen, 173
best-selling albums in U.S., 551
blue-ray DVD sales changes, 377
card game scores, 115, 127
circumference of Ferris wheels, 364
deaths from boating accidents, 513
diameter of DVD/LaserDiscs, 423
digital movie screens in/not in U.S. and Canada, 

280
DVD sales changes, 377
group price for climbing wall, 511
height of climbing wall, 511
indoor cinema sites in U.S., 505
lottery tickets paid per lottery  

winners, 424
lottery win amounts per person, 63
lottery winnings paid over 20 years, 424
miles hiked on trail, 252
miles of Appalachian Trail in New York State, 

503
money earned by top-grossing concert tours, 

424
money earned by top-rated movies,  

343, 354
number of analog/digital movie screens in U.S., 

131
number of digital 3-D movie screens in U.S./

Canada, 509
number of DVDs, 208
number of moviegoers in U.S. and Canada, 251
number of roller coasters in amusement parks, 

248
perimeter of Monopoly board, 30
perimeter of puzzle, 30

rating ratios of films, 435
roller coaster heights and depths, 156
sail measurements for boat, 467
sale price of cruise, 252
ski run ratings, 509
ticket costs, 163
times for completing mazes, 393

Finance
amount paid back on investment, 523–524
annual inflation rate, 610
compound interest, 523, 533, 536, 616
credit card balance transfer charges, 375
credit card late fees, 354
currency exchange rates, 365
fraction of states without efile, 240
monthly investment payments, 616
number of electronically filed income tax 

returns, 192
simple interest, 522, 523–524, 533, 536, 750
stock market losses, 130
stock share changes, 353
top six national debts, 764
total investment amount, 523

Food and nutrition
actual weight of cocoa in boxes, 678
actual weight of ham in 3 cartons, 678
actual weight of pineapple in cartons, 678
amount of beverage each person  

gets, 686
amount of beverage poured into  container, 686
amount of beverage remaining in  

bottle, 686
amount of Jell-O in each dish, 686
amount of rice after combining two portions, 

677
amount of soup in 3 containers, 686
annual food sales in U.S., 551
area of top of pizza, 635
average amount of Coca-Cola drunk, 423
average price per pound for chickens, 373
beverage sales, 533
bottled water consumption, 535
brine solution mixture in ice cream maker, 444
caffeine content of items, 542
calories from fat, 251, 423, 510
calories in food items, 49, 51, 97, 442, 512
candy thermometer conversion to Fahrenheit, 

695
chocolate consumption of selected countries, 

355
cholesterol in food item, 443
color distribution of M&Ms, 561
fast food eating habits, 443
fiber content of items, 551
food cooperative dividends, 508
food preferences, 531
grams of fat in food items, 49, 51
grams of fat in hamburger, 324
iced tea remaining, 705
lobster classification by weights, 316
milk beverages consumed, 575
number of hamburgers from total pounds, 303
number of McDonald’s restaurants in U.S., 509
number of rotten apples in shipment, 749
number of servings obtained from pancake 

mix, 442
number of Subway restaurants, 595
oven setting in Fahrenheit degrees, 705
pounds of sugar required for recipe, 443
preferences for Coke and Pepsi, 441
preservatives added to dried fruit, 678
ratios of defective to good tomatoes, 426
recipe ingredient amounts, 445, 468, 705, 711
saturated fat in food items, 364
special prices for pizzas, 653
tea bag production daily at plant, 51
volume of waffle ice cream cone, 652
weight of 4 boxes of hamburger, 678
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 Applications Index xxv

weight of candy ordered for party, 704
weight of food on pallet, 50
weight of oatmeal in a carton, 678
weight of oatmeal in carton, 678
weight of one serving of sunflower seeds, 677
weight of partial package of hamburger, 678
weight of several cans of 7-Up, 677
weight of several cartons of bottles, 677

Geography and geology
area of Colorado, 748
area of Utah, 653
countries with small land areas, 422
dam distribution by continent, 562
depth of cave, 329
depth of Grand Canyon, 666
depth of ocean trench, 104, 115, 122, 666
diving depths, 105, 114, 130, 156, 161
elevation differences between points, 122, 158, 

161
elevation of deepest point in lake, 161
elevations above/below sea level, 38, 104, 105, 

106, 119, 122, 156, 763
fraction of Earth’s water taken up by oceans, 

278
fraction of mountain peaks in India, 236
fraction of mountains in Colorado, 384
fraction of states adjacent to other states, 280
highest dams in U.S., 574
highest/lowest elevations, 119
ice sheets on Earth, 483
ice thickness needed on pond for  

skating, 667
lake elevation differences, 122
land area drained by river basins, 29
land areas of continents, 560
mean/median of longest rivers, 399
mountain elevations, 64
sediment thickness at bottom of creek, 667
size of oceans, 562
surface land area of each continent, 265–266
surface temperatures of planets, 122
volume of Mount Fuji, 652
water flow volume over Niagara Falls, 764
wildfires in U.S., 549–550

Geometry
area and perimeter of parallelogram, 747
area of circle, 642–643, 654, 712
area of geometric figures, 67, 206, 304, 407, 

648–650, 655, 698, 702, 706, 708, 728, 744
area of hemisphere, 652
area of parallelogram, 750
area of rectangle, 49, 50, 87, 92, 97, 170, 174, 184, 

210, 252, 305, 315, 322, 325, 328, 386, 409, 
639, 651, 698, 704, 728, 735

area of square, 74, 93, 97, 322, 639, 698, 728,  
735

area of triangle, 383, 386, 412, 640, 728, 750
circumference and area of circle, 782
circumference of circle, 365, 406, 412, 633, 

636–637, 638, 698, 702, 708
circumference of geometric figures, 636–637
circumference of telescope, 385
complementary angles, 625, 628, 655, 701, 708
diagonal lengths, 449, 451, 467, 710
diameter of circle, 252, 278, 708
length of sides of geometric shapes, 315, 324, 

375, 460, 468
lengths of composite figures, 355
lengths of right triangles, 451, 471
perimeter and area of rectangle, 654, 781
perimeter of geometric figures, 28, 40, 49, 67, 75, 

86, 90, 141, 173, 206, 210, 264, 277, 304, 323, 
413, 526, 631–632, 634–636, 639, 655, 698, 
701–702, 706, 708, 723

perimeter of polygon, 22, 86
perimeter of rectangle, 30, 40, 49, 97, 257, 315, 

323, 328, 406, 634, 635, 698, 708, 750
perimeter of square, 30, 74, 97, 257, 305, 353, 636, 

698, 709

perimeter of triangle, 40, 170, 184, 323, 353, 406, 
634, 635, 780

radius of circle, 24, 162, 252, 655, 708
ratio of perimeter to area, 711
ratio of side length to perimeter,  

423, 711
ratio of sides of similar triangles, 458
ratio of two diameters, 423
ratio of width to length, 435, 465, 711
ratio of width to perimeter, 422, 465
ratios of corresponding sides of triangles, 616
sail measurements for boat, 467
supplementary angles, 625–626, 628, 655, 701, 

708
surface area of geometric figures, 654, 706
total width/length of geometric object, 278
unknown lengths, 723
volume and surface area of ball, 645–646
volume and surface area of box, 645, 651
volume and surface area of solids, 649–650, 654, 

703, 706
volume and surface area of sphere, 644, 650
volume of a can, 646, 703
volume of a cone, 647, 650, 652
volume of a cube, 650, 709
volume of a cylinder, 646, 703, 709
volume of a sphere, 653
volume of a square-based pyramid, 647, 650, 651, 

653, 703
volume of geometric figures, 698
width of geometric object, 460

Health and medicine
amount of medication in extra-strength version, 

677
aspirin usage, 265, 483
average height of two-year-old, 693
blood pressure drug testing, 593
blood type ratios and distribution, 423, 484,  

610
body surface area calculations, 695
components of bone, 484
crutch lengths, 304
disease cases estimates, 35
distribution of blood types, 239, 324, 384
dosage per weight of dog, 781
dosage per weight of human, 438, 444, 711
doses of medicine in bottle, 374
female veterinarians in U.S., 509
fluid ounces of medicine to be purchased, 694
fraction of persons getting fewer than 8 hours 

sleep, 280
hours of sleep per night, 601
liquid dosage calculations, 444
median/mean/mode pulse rates, 398
medication prescriptions given in emergency 

rooms, 443
medication received over time, 683
medicine dosage conversion from milligrams to 

ounces, 692
medicine dosage for dog, 471
number of days medicine will last, 374
number of registered nurses, 505
number of teaspoons in medicine bottle, 374
nursing home population, 443
organ weight conversions to kilograms, 688
oxygen supply provided by lawns, 442
smoking products usage, 483
syringe measurements, 687
temperature conversions to Celsius, 691
weight conversions from kilograms to pounds, 

705
weight of each lung of adult human, 693
weight of man after being sick with the flu, 677
weight of skin of adult human, 693

Home improvement
amount of paint needed for wall, 370–371, 373
area of a wall, 653
area of computer chip, 304

area of lawn, 409
area of lawn in square feet, 412
border material needed for garden, 354
bricks needed for side of house, 652
carpeting needed, 702
circumference of circular spa, 633
circumference of irrigation device, 633
cost to hang wallpaper border on walls, 632, 636
deck area, 304
driveway sealant needed, 702
fencing cost, 635
fencing materials needed, 29, 323, 375, 630, 635
grass seed needed for yard, 651
gutters around house, 29, 75, 636
insecticide amounts needed, 412
insulation needed for attic, 653
netting needed around trampoline, 637
perimeter of a picture frame, 173
perimeter of a room, 173
perimeter of garden, 173
railing amount needed for deck, 354
scale drawings for triangular deck, 461
shingles needed for roof, 652
soil to fill rectangular hole, 709
volume of birdbath, 651

Miscellaneous
amount of cloth remaining on bolt, 703
amount of lotion needed for several people, 442
area of plot of land, 651
area of snow globe, 652
average of several numbers, 92
book categories at library, 561
bricks laid in certain amount of time, 425
card choosing from deck, 594
charity collection amounts, 532
choosing numbers from a bag, 614
circumference of Pearl of Lao-tze, 637
coin combinations, 356
coin denomination random choices, 712
coin toss probability, 588–590, 599, 605, 614
conversion of inches to centimeters, 693
depth of screw in wood after  

turning, 252
die toss probability, 588–590, 594, 605, 616
elevator shaft heights and depths,  

155, 156
elevator weight limit for each  passenger, 674
fabric needed for sashes/scarves,  

703, 709
fencing materials needed, 375
formats of commercial radio stations, 386
fraction of legal fireworks in states, 226
fraction of marbles in certain colors, 226
fraction of national monuments in New Mexico, 

239
fraction of national parks by state, 228
fraction of wall as concrete, 239
fundraiser amounts collected, 609
geothermal energy use, 483
height of trees after shortening, 709
heights in inches from meters, 365
inner diameter of tubing/pipe, 278, 281
inner diameter of washer, 278
length of logs for truck, 667
length of metal strip around  

workbench, 635
length of piece of rope, 659–660
length of piece remaining after cutting off 

shorter pieces, 325, 328
length of ropes after knot is tied, 666
length of scarf in meters, 663
lengths of two scarves, 324
liters of shoe polish in bottles and boxes, 705
mail in certain categories delivered by Postal 

Service, 279
mail volume of Postal Service, 484
marble choosing probability, 590, 593, 605, 608, 

712
Marine Corps training centers in  

California, 228
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xxvi Applications Index

Miscellaneous (continued )
music preferences, 610
netting needed around trampoline, 637
newspaper circulation, 199
nuclear-generated electricity in  

France, 484
number of apartments in building, 50
number of apartments on one floor, 50
number of books sold per hour, 374
number of boxes filled, 92, 94
number of boxes of crayons, 373
number of boxes on pallet, 50
number of download cards given to friends, 

60, 163
number of dresses from bolt of material, 296
number of items needed to fill box, 373
number of libraries in Mississippi, 252
number of meters in feet, 406
number of meters in inches, 373
number of pages in book, 29
number of seats in lecture hall, 50
number of windows in building, 52
number of words on pages of book, 47
numbers owning microwaves, 532
oil remaining in container, 709
percentage of shoppers paying with cash, 711
perimeter of Coca Cola sign, 667
perimeter of piece of land, 323
postage costs, 377
preferences for Coke and Pepsi, 441
rates of various objects, 424
ratio of men to total number of people present, 

423
ratio of women to men at a meeting, 423
repeat contestants on television show, 252
scale drawings for construction, 461, 471
spinner spinning probability, 591–592, 593, 

604–605, 614
states with mandatory helmet laws, 426
strips of metal from stock piece, 296
tree girth comparisons, 295
typing speed, 512
unknown number, 213, 763
usage rate of case of printer paper, 442
volume of drawers in chest of drawers, 703
volume of water storage tank, 350
weight conversion from stone to pounds, 693
weight of cinders to spread on roads, 704
width of stacks of microwaves in warehouse, 667

Personal finance
charge account balances, 121
checking account balances, 156, 161, 400, 553
check writing, 333–334
credit card balance transfer charges, 375
debt repayment amounts, 157, 158, 406
earnings shared by three persons, 60
family monthly budget, 602
households with no retirement plan, 535
purchase price not covered by trade-in, 239
savings account balance, 29, 90, 162
total earnings during three years, 90
total pay after taxes, 510

Politics and government
armed forces personnel, 558
distribution of public lands, 562
electoral votes for president, 198
fraction of presidents born in Ohio, 225
Marine Corps training centers in California, 228
number of rulers in each country, 198
registered voters for two senators, 424
votes for candidates in election, 208

Real estate
home sales commissions, 201, 252
lots in certain number of acres, 281
new home construction, 599
sales commissions, 516, 520, 521
selling price of house, 510, 520

Sports
admission costs to baseball games, 51
amount of lime powder needed for baseball 

foul lines, 635
area of basketball court, 170, 173
average speeds of Daytona winners, 354
baseball average salaries, 37
baseball caps sold at U.S. Open Golf Tourna-

ment, 239
baseball hits, 441
basketball free throws made, 531
basketball points scored, 37, 201
Beach Soccer World Cup goals made, 553–554
betting losses, 157
combined salary for 15 highest-paid Cubs play-

ers, 424
distance between golf course holes, 63
distance run around baseball bases, 635
football average salaries, 37
football passes attempted/ 

completed, 466
football yards lost, 130, 157
fraction of sports team being boys, 225
free throws made by basketball players, 211, 321
golf scores, 114, 121, 127, 141, 156, 553
golf wages earned by professionals, 374
height of climbing wall, 511
length and width of football field, 635
length and width of soccer field, 638
length of diagonals of football/soccer/polo 

fields, 449, 452, 460
length of soccer field, 200
medals awarded in Summer  

Olympics, 600
number of female runners in  

race, 211, 781
points scored during basketball  

season, 52
races won by driver, 278
ratio of Olympic medals won, 468
ski run ratings, 509
soccer field length per player age, 164
stadium capacities, 200
touchdowns made during season, 64
volume of a Zorb, 652
weight resistance for gym, 508
width and height conversions to inches and 

feet, 692

Temperature and weather
average daily temperature, 544–546
average monthly precipitation in California, 601
average monthly temperature, 138
average rainfall, 304, 353, 354
average snowfall, 354
average temperatures, 64
boiling temperature, 107
daily high temperatures, 575
drops in temperature, 130, 157, 158, 705
fraction of tropical storms as hurricanes, 225
frequency of high temperatures, 601
high and low temperatures, 105, 111–112, 115, 

121, 133, 329, 555
hottest temperature recorded in U.S., 695
hurricanes making landfall in U.S., 550
hurricane wind speeds per hour, 375
monthly precipitation in Chicago, 609–610
surface temperature of planets, 103, 122
temperature at certain time of day, 122, 156, 158
temperature conversions to Celsius, 82, 691, 

695, 705
temperature conversions to Fahrenheit, 82, 695, 

700
tornado wind speeds, 597
wind speeds, 353, 375

Time and distance
antenna tracking distance to miles, 693
conversion of centimeter to kilometer, 441
conversion of miles to kilometers, 696

days for Neptune to orbit Sun, 37
diagonal length of city block, 451
distance between cities, 195–196, 199, 377, 406, 

412, 441, 466, 694, 696
distance between golf course holes, 63
distance differences, 257
distance estimates, 35, 38, 39, 90, 91
distance from home after losing watch, 268
distance light travels in 10,000 years, 764
distance needed to balance board, 445
distance object falls, 82
distance remaining to inspect tracks, 265
distance remaining to run, 265
distance run around baseball bases, 635
distance traveled in 3 days, 329
feet in one rod, 64
flight time remaining before landing, 273–274
fraction of centimeters in one meter, 239
fraction of days in month, 225
fraction of feet in one mile, 239
fraction of inches in one foot, 322
height of antenna, 451
height of building, 456, 459, 467, 721
height of climbing wall, 511
height of dropped/falling object, 718, 721, 722
height of Empire State Building, 443
height of fire hydrant from shadow length, 749
height of fountain, 459
height of human in meters, 663
height of launch gantry, 460
height of Space Needle deck, 459
height of Statue of Liberty, 443
height of tower from shadow length, 471
height of tree, 451, 456, 459
height of tree from shadow length, 749
height of trees after shortening, 709
heights of students, 611
highway mileage by state, 31, 37
inches as fraction of a foot, 225
length differences of two scarves, 324
length of diagonals of square land parcel, 451
length of human index finger, 443
length of pipe in feet, 304
length of shadow, 460
mileage shared by drivers on trip, 704
miles hiked on trail, 252
miles in certain number of yards, 92
miles of Appalachian Trail in New York State, 503
miles traveled on trip, 29
miles walked on treadmill, 303
number of steps run up in timed race, 468
proportion of miles to inches, 538
remaining length of cut board, 304
rope lengths, 64
speed limit conversion to kilometers per hour, 

692
speed of a fast sneeze, 693
speed of truck after braking, 460
time for elevator to reach top, 442
times for completing mazes, 393
time to travel 100 miles, 471
200-meter time in Olympic swimming, 342
unit rate of speed, 468
yards in one mile, 64

Transportation
amount hauled by truck each trip, 63
average speed needed to travel certain distance, 

696
bridge length, 67
circumference of bridge caisson, 364
distance remaining to inspect train tracks, 265
distance traveled on gasoline amount, 324, 328, 

425
freight truck weight, 273
gasoline mileage, 374, 425, 426, 441, 616, 781
highway mileage by state, 31, 37
highway speed limits, 265
length of Dreamliner, 470
length of logs for truck, 667
length of sound barriers along highway, 667
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length of truck in yards, 667
map scale, 437–438
mileage shared by drivers on trip, 704
miles driven in each category in one year, 253
miles driven per week, 374, 552
miles traveled on trip, 29, 38, 91
number of bridges, 63
number of lane dividers on highway, 63
number of light poles on highway, 64
number of roadway miles in selected states, 208
railroad standard gauges in U.S. and Spain/

Portugal, 303
span of bridge in meters, 709
speed limit conversion to kilometers per hour, 692
time to travel 100 miles, 471

World records
deepest bat colony, 100
driest place in world, 354
fastest tropical cockroach, 342
heaviest zucchini grown, 677
highest temperature produced in a laboratory, 

696
highest wind speed, 353
largest American flag, 651
largest cities in world, 550
largest commercial building, 50
largest crater on near side of moon, 693
largest hotel lobby, 50
largest indoor illuminated sign, 651
largest optical telescope, 763

largest round barn, 637
largest suspension bridge, 364
largest yacht, 470
longest stairway, 426
longest truck, 667
number of steps run up in timed  

race, 468
opening weekend movie revenue, 14
slowest mammal, 277
snowiest city in U.S., 354
tallest and shortest men, 666
tallest buildings, 397
tallest fountain, 459
tallest tree, 459
weight of premature baby, 677
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